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 mod: Final Draft Saving Documentation As a Document or as a PDF Introduction The documentation system, MapleDoc, is
built into the Maple Help System and is used to store all documentation and help files generated by Maple. Documentation

includes such things as How-To articles, FAQs, variable and function descriptions, and so on. Using the documentation system,
you can access documentation at any time and view the documentation online or as a printed copy (in HTML and PDF formats).
When you start Maple, the Documentation system is initialized automatically. After the initialization process, you can access the

documentation system using the Help menu item Help -> Documentation System or by using the Doc subcommand. 1.1 The
documentation system has a few different forms of the documentation you can access through the documentation system. You

can access documentation of the following categories: • Current file level documentation (scores, graphs, etc.) • Help for
commands and functions • General documentation on Maple itself Saving documentation as a document You can save the

documentation you've written to a file as a document with the Save Documentation As command. This command requires you
to enter a documentation type and save the documentation to a file. The documentation type can be, for example, •

Documentation of the current file • Documentation for a command • Documentation for a function • Documentation for a
Maple library (default) You can also use a shorthand for any of the documentation types, such as Help, which is equivalent to

documentation of the current file. Any documentation type can be saved as a document. A documentation type refers to the type
of documentation that you write and is stored. Examples of documentation types are Scores, How to, Functions, and User

Defined Documentation (equivalent to documentation of the current file). The documentation you save can be in many different
file formats (for example, Documentation of the current file, Documentation of a command, Documentation of a function, and
Documentation of a Maple library). You can save documentation to any file on your computer and create a new folder for that
file. The documentation you save can be stored in the same directory as the code files that you create, or it can be stored in a

separate directory from the code files. The documentation is saved to the default directory that is used to save the code files. If
you save documentation to a different directory, the documentation is stored in that directory. 82157476af
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